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There are an awful lot of things that can cause interference and slow down your network. Aside from neighbouring networks residing on the same or adjacent channels, other devices, such as baby monitors, video senders and microwaves can also disrupt your Wi-Fi.The BT Home Hub 3 router has a solution: as well as picking the least crowded
wireless channel at boot, it monitors general RF interference and can switch channels on the fly.It works too. When we stuck an analogue video sender next to the router we saw it change channels within 30 seconds. However, it isn’t quite the panacea you might expect. In our tests, it didn’t always switch so quickly – sometimes not at all. And if
neighbouring networks are causing problems, we’re not convinced it will help: when we surrounded it with five routers on the same channel, one streaming HD video, it didn't budge.It’s also a bit skinny when it comes to features. It has ports for both ADSL and BT Infinity, plus a USB socket for sharing storage. But that USB port doesn’t support
NTFS-formatted drives, just one of the four Ethernet ports is Gigabit, and the Home Hub 3 is a single-band 2.4GHz-only router. That’s surprising, as the we'd say best way of avoiding interference is to use the 5GHz frequency band.In other ways, we like the BT Home Hub 3. Its web-based interface is easy to understand, and we particularly like that it
comes secured out of the box, with credentials unique to each Home Hub. These are printed on a small removable fob you can remove from a slot at the top of the router too, so it's a doddle to add new devices to your network.Performance is decent. In 40MHz mode, speeds peaked at 132Mbits/sec for large files transmitted from our test laptop at
close range, with an overall average of 75Mbits/sec. At a range of 40m, speeds averaged 29Mbits/sec.All-in-all, the Home Hub 3 is a solid product. The price is reasonable: it’s £46 as an upgrade from existing Home Hub and comes free with new subscriptions. Plus, the interference avoidance does work – to a degree. But we can’t help feeling BT could
have done more with the rest of the package to make it more attractive.Featured ResourcesThe challenge of securing the remote working employeeThe IT Pro Guide to Sase and successful digital transformationFree DownloadHow to choose APM software for your businessA market guide to Asset Management Performance software Free DownloadAn
EDR buyer's guideHow to pick the best endpoint detection and response solution for your businessFree DownloadStorage's role in addressing the challenges of ensuring cyber resilienceUnderstanding the role of data storage in cyber resiliencyFree Download The Home Hub 3 is a stylish, compact router that comes free with all BT broadband services
but it's also available to buy. It has two WAN ports - one is an RJ11 port for the built-in ADSL modem, while the other is a special RJ45 port that supports the VDSL2 protocol used by BT's Infinity fibre-optic broadband service. This means you can sign up for a normal ADSL service and upgrade later. The front panel has just three indicator lights,
showing the status of power, broadband and wireless. A small pull-out tab at the back of the unit has a randomly generated WPS PIN and password for the admin interface. It's convenient, as you won't lose the settings and can carry the tab with your around your various devices to set them up. The web-based interface is incredibly sparse. The first
page shows the status of connections and lists connected clients, while the second links to BT's services such as BT FON, NetProtect Plus security and Family Protection parental control software. A Settings page comes third, and by default it's set to Basic mode - clicking Advanced Settings reveals more information and options.There's no support for
128-bit WEP, so if you have older equipment that can't use the more secure WPA or WPA2 encryption, you'll be even less secure using 64-bit WEP. There's also no MAC address filtering for limiting access to only pre-defined devices, no support for WDS (Wireless Distribution System) for extending the wireless network, and no QoS for prioritising
important traffic.The Home Hub's most interesting feature is Smart Wireless channel-hopping. Unlike most automatic channel selection techniques, BT's constantly checks for interference - not just from other access points but also from Bluetooth devices and microwaves - and changes channel on the fly. However, we didn't notice this take effect in
our performance tests, and the results didn't show any marked improvement over other routers, despite our noisy testing environment. Results in our speed tests were mixed, barely going above 32Mbit/s at close range, although the signal remained strong enough at 20m to achieve an impressive 9Mbit/s.Those needing advanced features may be
frustrated by the Home Hub's simplicity; plus wireless speeds could be better, especially if you're considering BT's new high-speed Infinity service. Still, the Home Hub is attractive, easy to use and though we wouldn't buy it standalone, it's a plus point of signing up for BT's home broadband. This article has multiple issues. Please help improve it or
discuss these issues on the talk page. (Learn how and when to remove these template messages) This article needs additional citations for verification. Please help improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced material may be challenged and removed.Find sources: "BT Smart Hub" – news · newspapers · books · scholar ·
JSTOR (July 2012) (Learn how and when to remove this template message) This article may require cleanup to meet Wikipedia's quality standards. The specific problem is: Revise and summarise opening. Further, article tone could be improved to benefit an encyclopedia. Please help improve this article if you can. (May 2015) (Learn how and when to
remove this template message) (Learn how and when to remove this template message) BT Smart HubThe BT Smart HubManufacturerInventel Technicolor Gigaset/Sagem HuaweiTypeWireless router IP PhoneRelease date10 May 2013 (2013-05-10) (BT Home Hub 5)Introductory price£129.99[1] (free with BT Broadband)Operating
systemLinuxStorageOptional external USB driveConnectivityHome Hub 1.0 and 1.5 Wi-Fi (802.11 b/g) Fast Ethernet USB 1.1 Home Hub 2.0 Wi-Fi (802.11 b/g/n) Fast Ethernet USB 2.0 Home Hub 3 Wi-Fi (802.11 b/g/n) Fast Ethernet Gigabit Ethernet USB 2.0 Home Hub 4 Wi-Fi (802.11 a/b/g/n) Fast Ethernet Gigabit Ethernet USB 2.0 Home Hub 5 WiFi (802.11 a/b/g/n/ac) Fast Ethernet Four Gigabit Ethernet ports One USB 2.0 connector Smart Hub Wi-Fi (802.11 a/b/g/n/ac) Fast Ethernet Four Gigabit Ethernet ports One USB 3.0 connectorDimensionsHome Hub 2.018.2 cm (7.2 in) (h)17.5 cm (6.9 in) (w)8.8 cm (3.5 in) (d) Home Hub 311.0 cm (4.3 in) (h)18.5 cm (7.3 in) (w)4.0 cm (1.6 in) (d) Home
Hub 411.6 cm (4.6 in) (h)23.6 cm (9.3 in) (w)3.1 cm (1.2 in) (d)[2] Home Hub 511.6 cm (4.6 in) (h)23.6 cm (9.3 in) (w)3.1 cm (1.2 in) (d)[2]Mass301g (BT Home Hub 5)[2] The BT Smart Hub (formerly BT Home Hub) is a family of wireless residential gateway router modems distributed by BT for use with their own products and services and those of
wholesale resellers (i.e. LLUs) but not with other Internet services. Since v 5 Home/Smart Hubs support the faster Wi-Fi 802.11ac standard, in addition to the 802.11b/g/n standards. All models of the Home Hub prior to Home Hub 3 support VoIP Internet telephony via BT's Broadband Talk service, and are compatible with DECT telephone handsets.
Since the Home Hub 4, all models have been dual band (i.e. both 2.4 GHz and 5 GHz). The BT Home Hub works with the now defunct[3] BT Fusion service and with the BT Vision video on demand service.[4] The BT Home Hub 1.0, 1.5 and 2.0 devices connect to the Internet using a standard ADSL connection. The BT Home Hub 3 and 4 models
support PPPoA for ADSL and PPPoE for VDSL2, in conjunction with an Openreach-provided VDSL2 modem to support BT's FTTC network (BT Infinity). Version 5 of the Home Hub, released in August 2013, includes a VDSL2 modem for fibre-optic connections. New firmware is pushed out to Home Hubs connected to the Internet automatically by BT.
The Home Hub 5 was followed on 20 June 2016 by the Smart Hub, a further development of the Home Hub, internally referred to as "Home Hub 6".[5] It has more WiFi antennas than its predecessor. It supports Wave 2 802.11ac WiFi, found on review to be 50% faster than non-Wave 2.[6] The Smart Hub was subsequently replaced with the Smart
Hub 2 (Home Hub 6DX). History Prior to release of the Home Hub (2004–2005), BT offered a product based on the 2Wire 1800HG, and manufactured by 2Wire. This was described as the "BT Wireless Hub 1800HG", or in some documentation as the "BT Wireless Home Hub 1800". This provided one USB connection, four ethernet ports and Wi-Fi
802.11b or 802.11g wireless connection. A total of ten devices in any combination of these was supported.[7] The Home Hub 3B was manufactured by Huawei and also supports ADSL2+. The Home Hub 3B is powered by a highly integrated Broadcom BCM6361 System-on-a-chip (SoC). The BCM6361 has a 400 MHz dual MIPS32 core processor as well
as an integrated DSL Analog Front End (AFE) and line driver, gigabit Ethernet switch controller and 802.11 Wi-Fi transceiver.[8] Features The BT Home Hub 2.0 was a combined wireless router and phone. It supports the 802.11b/g/n wireless networking standards, and the WEP and WPA security protocols.[9] It supports many of BT's services such as
BT Fusion, BT Vision and BT Broadband Anywhere. It can also be used as a VOIP phone through BT Broadband Talk. The BT Home Hub 3 incorporated WPS functionality, seen on other routers, which enables the user to connect to their encrypted network by the use of a "one touch" button, and also includes "smart wireless technology", which
automatically chooses the wireless channel to give the strongest possible wireless signal.[10] WPS has since been (temporarily) disabled by firmware updates[11] due to security issues with the standard. The BT Home Hub supports port forwarding.[12] The BT Home Hub versions 3, 4 and 5 may be used for access to files stored on an attached USB
stick - USB 2.0 is supported. The server by default has the address File://192.168.1.254 and is available to the entire network.[13] The BT Smart Hub (initially branded Home Hub 6) upgraded the wifi provision to Wave 2 of the 802.11ac specification, and increased the number of antennae for improved MIMO. The BT Ultra Smart Hub appeared
visually similar to the Smart Hub, but featured a G.fast capable modem and included a BS6312 socket which subscribers to BT Digital Voice can use to attach an analogue telephone. Digital Voice launched in January 2020 as the replacement for analogue voice service, which planned to be turned off by 2025. The BT Smart Hub 2 provided the same
technical features as the Ultra Smart Hub in a redesigned body, as well as supporting BT's "Complete Wifi" mesh product. Hub Phone The BT Hub Phone is an optional handset that can be bought to work in conjunction with the BT Home Hub 1, 1.5, and 2.0. It calls using the BT Broadband Talk service, and may sit in a dock in the front of the Home
Hub or be used on its own stand. It uses Hi-def sound technology when calls between Hub Phones are made. A DECT telephone may be used instead. With each BT Home Hub released up to 2.0, a new phone model was made to accompany it: BT Home Hub 1.0: was supplied with the BT Hub Phone 1010 BT Home Hub 1.5: was supplied with the BT
Hub Phone 1020 (The only difference between the 1010 and the 1020 was the lack of the colour screen and supporting features on the 1020.) BT Home Hub 2.0: was supplied with the BT Hub Phone 2.1 The BT Home Hub 3 and 4 do not work with the BT Broadband Talk service or DECT telephones.[14] After 29 January 2011, BT Broadband Talk was
no longer provided as part of BT's broadband packages. The phones are only partially compatible with newer or older versions of the hub, able to make and receive calls, but with the loss of features including call waiting, call transfer, internal calls, phonebook, call lists and Hi-def sound.[15] Design As of May 2019[update] the following versions of
the BT Home/Smart Hub had been released: Version 0.5: grey (no Hub Phone was available, not technically a Home Hub but rather BT Fusion Hub) Version 1.0: white (matching Hub Phone was available) Version 1.5: white or black (matching Hub Phone was available) Version 2.0: black (matching black Hub Phone was available) Version 3.0: black
(Hub Phones and DECT phones are not compatible) released on 29 January 2011. Version 4.0: black (Hub Phones and DECT phones are not compatible) released on 10 May 2013. Version 5.0 (HH5A/5B): black, released in mid-October 2013 Smart Hub (Home Hub 6A /6B), mid-2016 Smart Hub 2 (Home Hub 6DX), early 2019[16] There were two
different versions of the BT Home Hub 2.0: v2.0A (2.0 Type A), manufactured by Thomson, and v2.0B (2.0 Type B), manufactured by Gigaset Communications (now Sagem Communications, Sagem having acquired Gigaset's broadband business in July 2009). Whilst the looks and functionality appear to be identical, the Home Hub 2.0A has been
plagued with problems relating to poorly tested firmware upgrades which, amongst other problems, cause the Home Hub 2.0A to restart when uploading files using the wireless connection. There are also two versions of the BT Home Hub 3: v3A (by Gigaset, now Sagem) and v3B, (Huawei). The BT Home Hub can only be used with the BT Total
Broadband package without modification; the 1.0, 1.5, 2A, 2B and 3A versions can be unlocked.[17] The BT Home Hub configuration software is compatible with both Macintosh and Windows operating systems, although use of this is optional and computers without the BT software will still be able to connect to the Hub and browse the Internet
normally. The 4th generation of the BT Home Hub was released on 10 May 2013. It has been built with a smart dual band technology, making it unique amongst other UK-based ISP provided routers.[citation needed] The Home Hub 4 was supplied free of charge to new customers, with a £35 charge to existing customers. It has intelligent power
management technology which monitors the hub functions and puts them individually into power-save mode when not in use. There two variants of the Hub 4, Type A and B. The 5th generation Home Hub was released in mid-October 2013 and is an upgrade to the Home Hub 4, with Gigabit Ethernet connections, 802.11ac Wi-Fi (Wave 1) and an
integrated VDSL modem.[18] Customers upgrading from ADSL Broadband pay only a delivery charge; existing Broadband customers pay a £45 upgrade charge. There are two variants of the Hub 5, Type A with Lantiq chipset (ECI), and Type B with Broadcom. It is possible to replace the firmware of the Hub 5 Type A (and the identical 'Plusnet Hub
One' and 'BT Business Hub 5' Type A) with OpenWrt, unlocking it from BT and providing the features of OpenWrt.[19] In April 2018, scripts for modifying the stock firmware of a BT Hub 5 Type A to enable SSH access, were published on the GitHub repository;[20] this enables access to the native OpenRG command-line interface. Models and
technical specifications A picture of the rear of the circuit board from a BT Home Hub 3.0 Type A The BT Home Hub package includes:[21] Broadband cable (RJ11 to RJ11) Ethernet cable (RJ45 to RJ45) (Cat5e) Power adapter 2× ADSL microfilters Phone to RJ11 converter User guide and CD A USB lead was provided with the Home Hub 1 only. Spec
BT Home Hub 1.0/1.5[22] BT Home Hub 2.0[22] BT Home Hub 3[22] BT Home Hub 4[22] BT Home Hub 5 BT Smart Hub BT Smart Hub 2 Modem ADSL2+ ADSL2+ ADSL2+ (PPPoE is also supported in firmware for VDSL2[23]) ADSL2+[24] and VDSL2 ADSL2+ and VDSL2 ADSL2+, VDSL2, G.fast Wi-Fi 802.11 b/g 802.11 b/g/n 802.11 b/g/n (now with
"Smart Wireless", explained above) 2.4 GHz: 802.11n dual-stream 2×2 MIMO. Back compatible with 802.11 b/g.5 GHz: 802.11n dual-stream 2×2 MIMO. Back compatible with 802.11a.[2] 2.4 GHz: 802.11 b/g/n 2×2 MIMO 5 GHz: 802.11 a/n/ac 3×3 MIMO[25] (802.11ac Wave 1) 2.4 GHz: 802.11 b/g/n/ac 3×3 MIMO 5 GHz: 802.11 a/n/ac 4×4 MIMO
(802.11ac Wave 2) 2.4 GHz: 802.11 b/g/n/ac 3×3 MIMO 5 GHz: 802.11 a/n/ac 4×4 MIMO (802.11ac Wave 2) WirelessSecurity WEP and WPA-PSK/WPA2-PSK/RADIUS All previous features but now with WPS (temporarily disabled in firmware updates[11]) 2.4 GHz: WPA & WPA2 (default), WPA, WPA2 and WEP 64/405 GHz: WPA2[2] WPA (2.4 GHz
only), WPA2, WPS Ports 2× Ethernet 10/100 Mbit/s sockets1× USB 1.1 socket 2× RJ11 (broadband in and phone) 4× 10/100 Mbit/s Ethernet sockets (RJ45) 1× USB (for network drives)1x Broadband in (RJ11)1× Telephone socket 3× 10/100 Mbit/s Ethernet sockets (RJ45) 1× 10/100/1000 Mbit/s GigE Ethernet socket (RJ45)1× USB socket (now
enabled for use)1× BT Infinity in (RJ45)1× ADSL Broadband in (RJ11) 4× 10/100/1000 Mbit/s GigE Ethernet socket (RJ45)1× USB socket1× BT Infinity in (RJ45)1× VDSL Broadband in (RJ11) 4x 10/100/1000 Mbit/s GigE Ethernet sockets (RJ45)1x USB 2.0 socket1x VDSL Broadband in (RJ11) 4x 10/100/1000 Mbit/s GigE Ethernet sockets (RJ45)1x USB
2.0 socket1x VDSL Broadband in (RJ11)1× Telephone socket Dimensions(w × d × h) 19.5 × 3.9 × 22.5 cm 17.5 × 8.8 × 18.2 cm 18.5 × 4 × 11 cm 23.6 × 3.1 × 11.6 cm[2] Software 6.2.6.E or 6.2.6.H[26] 8.1.H.U (Type A), 4.7.5.1.83.3.37 (Type B)[26] 4.7.5.1.83.8.94.1.37 (Type A), V100R001C01B036SP05_L_B (Type B)[26] 4.7.5.1.83.8.130.1.26 (Type
A), FW:V0.07.01.0910-BT (Type B)[26] 4.7.5.1.83.8.236.1.2 (Type A), V0.07.03.814 (Type B)[26] SG4B1000B540, SG4B1000E016, SG4B1000E020, SG4B1000E077, SG4B1000E079 (Type A) Reported issues The security of older BT Home Hub has been questioned[27][28][29] In May 2017, it was reported that many BT Smart Hub customers were
suffering problems with the router constantly rebooting and being unable to maintain a reliable internet connection.[30] In May 2021, it was reported that the "BT Smart Hub 2 router [was] 'disrupting' home networks [31] References ^ "BT Smart Hub - The Uks Most popular Wireless Broadband Router - BT Broadband". BT. Retrieved 30 April 2017.
^ a b c d e f "The UK's most reliable broadband connection from BT's new hub". BT Press Releases. 7 May 2013. Archived from the original on 9 June 2013. Retrieved 10 May 2013. ^ "BT Fusion on Hub 1.0". BT Customer Help. Retrieved 24 February 2013. ^ "BT Vision self install process". BT Customer Help. Retrieved 24 February 2013. ^ Mark
Jackson (20 June 2016). "UK ISP BT Launches New Smart Hub Wireless Broadband Router". ISPreview UK. Retrieved 12 September 2017. ^ Alastair Stevenson (20 July 2016). "BT Smart Hub review". Trustedreviews.com. Retrieved 29 March 2017. ^ Up and Running: Your guide to broadband networking with your BT Wireless Hub 1800HG. BT.
2004. ^ "BT Home Hub 3.0 - Type B". kitz.co.uk. Retrieved 23 March 2012. ^ "The New BT Home Hub". BT. Archived from the original on 29 March 2010. Retrieved 28 March 2010. ^ "The new BT Home Hub router". BT. Retrieved 24 February 2013. ^ a b "BT Home Hub 3 WPS". BT Customer Help. Retrieved 24 February 2013. ^ "BT Home Hub
Help - Port Forwarding Help". File Save As. Retrieved 24 February 2013. ^ "Why is there a USB socket on the back of the BT Hub? | Help | BT.com Help". bt.custhelp.com. Retrieved 4 September 2016. ^ "How do I register my BT Hub Phone to the Hub?". BT Customer Help. Retrieved 24 February 2013. ^ "Connect a BT Hub Phone 2.1 to a BT Home
Hub 1.0 or 1.5". BT Customer Help. Retrieved 24 February 2013. ^ "BT Smart Hub 2 (097683)". BT Shop. Retrieved 7 May 2019. ^ "PsiDOC.com". Retrieved 24 February 2013. ^ "BT HH 5 features". ^ "BT HomeHub 5.0 Type A (OpenWrt Wiki)". OpenWrt. January 2018. Retrieved 16 February 2018. ^ aszeszo (April 2018). "BT Home Hub 5 Type A
firmware modification scripts". GitHub. ^ "BT Home Hub - Information and Advice". File Save As. Retrieved 24 February 2013. ^ a b c d "BT Home Hub models". BT Customer Help. Retrieved 24 February 2013. ^ "Superfast BT Infinity". BT. Retrieved 24 February 2013. ^ "Can I use any Hub or router with BT Infinity?". Bt.custhelp.com. Retrieved 12
September 2017. The BT Smart Hub and BT Home Hub 5, Hub 4 and Hub 3 will also work with normal (ADSL) broadband. ^ "BT Smart Hub | The Uks Most popular Wireless Broadband Router | BT Broadband". 8 June 2017. Archived from the original on 8 June 2017. Retrieved 14 July 2017. ^ a b c d e "How can I check the firmware version on my BT
Home Hub?". BT Customer Help. Retrieved 28 May 2015. Updated from time to time, article may not show latest. ^ Adrian Pastor (8 October 2007). "BT Home Flub: Pwnin the BT Home Hub". GNUCITIZEN. Retrieved 22 October 2008. ^ Dan Goodin (9 October 2007). "BT home router wide open to hijackers". The Register. Retrieved 24 February
2013. ^ "Wi-Fi fears". BBC Radio 4 You and Yours. BBC. Retrieved 2 June 2013. ^ Barry Collins (9 May 2017). "Why does my BT Smart Hub keep disconnecting?". The Big Tech Question. ^ BBC News (6 May 2021). "BT Smart Hub 2 router 'disrupting' home networks". BBC News. External links Official BT Home Hub Page Retrieved from " 22Wire,
Inc.TypePublicIndustryConsumer ElectronicsFounded1998; 24 years ago (1998)Defunct2010FateAcquired by Pace plc (2010)SuccessorArris GroupHeadquartersSan Jose, California, United StatesKey peoplePasquale Romano, President and CEOProductsDSL modems Broadband Gateways DVRsWebsite2wire.com 2Wire, Inc., was (between 1998 and
2010) a home networking Customer Premises Equipment (CPE) manufacturer that provided telecommunications companies with hardware, software, service platforms, and remote CPE management systems. The company was headquartered in San Jose, California, in the Silicon Valley. The company had employed approximately 1,600 employees
globally, including 550 in R&D, sales and administration, 450 in customer care and 600 agency employees in five U.S. offices and an additional nine offices around the world by July 2010. The 2Wire HomePortal residential gateways were distributed by broadband service providers such as AT&T, Embarq, windstream and Qwest in the United States,
Bell in Canada, Telmex in Mexico, BT Group in the United Kingdom, Telstra in Australia and SingTel in Singapore. In July 2010, Pace plc of the United Kingdom agreed to buy 2Wire for $475m (£307m).[1] History 2Wire was founded in 1998 by Brian Hinman (who also founded PictureTel and Polycom), Pasquale Romano, Brad Kayton, Timothy Peers,
and Tom Spalding. In January 2000, 2Wire delivered its first product, the HomePortal residential gateway, at that year's Consumer Electronics Show (CES). This broadband modem/router combination enabled DSL connectivity with home networking, firewall protection, and remote management capabilities. The following year, in January 2001, 2Wire
delivered a wireless residential gateway. In 2002, the company created a remote customer premises management platform called CMS. Later that year, 2Wire published the Open Gateway Management Protocol (OGMP).[2] The OGMP formed the basis for the TR-069 WAN management protocol subsequently ratified by the DSL Forum in 2004. In
early 2003, 2Wire delivered a wireless gateway with a complete system-on-a-chip architecture. Also in 2003, the company acquired Sugar Media, a digital media provider. The following year, in the spring of 2004, 2Wire launched MediaPortal, a multi-service media platform that integrates DSL and satellite services. The MediaPortal-powered set-top
box, combining television, digital video recorder, video, music, photo viewings, and messaging capabilities, was deployed by AT&T in 2006 as part of its Homezone service.[3] In January 2006, 2Wire introduced the HomePortal intelligent Network Interface Device (iNID), an outdoor broadband residential gateway that supports VDSL2 and fiber to the
premises (FTTP) connections. 2Wire acquired Kenati Technologies, an embedded device software company, in October 2007.[4] As of June 2008[update], 2Wire had shipped more than 20 million residential gateways to its telecommunications provider customers. In November 2008, 2Wire and Blockbuster Inc. developed and released MediaPoint
Digital Media Player, a set-top box that plays video content from a home computer network.[5][6] Products A 2701HG-B wireless gateway by 2Wire in California,USA issued by AT&T 2Wire produces a series of residential gateways under the HomePortal name that enable home networking with interfaces that range from ADSL 2+ to fiber to the node
(FTTN) (VDSL 1 and 2), as well as FTTP. The gateways are based on integrated system-on-a-chip architectures, and have native TR-069 support, as well as support for HomePNA, MoCA, USB, 802.11b/g/n wireless standards, and Web-based remote access. The company also produces MediaPortal (not to be confused with the unrelated open-source
software MediaPortal), a multi-service media platform that combines high-definition (HD) and standard-definition (SD) broadcast satellite or off-air TV programming with broadband services, DVR capabilities, music and photo storage and sharing, and home networking. One of their gateways, the 2701, had issues with the power supply, prompting
Bell Canada to proactively swap the power supplies to their customers in 2008. Some laptops with two types of Intel wireless adaptors exhibited wireless issues, which were fixed by an updated Intel device driver.[7] The Pace 5012NV-002 Gateways were only available in Singapore for SingTel exStream Fiber Service and 2wire 2701 Series. In the rest
of the world the brand is 2wire. Affiliations Alliance for Telecommunications Industry Solutions Broadband Forum (formerly DSL Forum) Digital Living Network Alliance Femto Forum HomePNA (formerly Home Phoneline Networking Association) Home Gateway Initiative Multimedia over Coax Alliance (MoCA) UPnP Forum (Universal Plug and Play
Forum) Wi-Fi Alliance Partnerships Alcatel-Lucent AT&T Inc. Bell Canada BT Openworld CenturyLink Embarq Juno MTS Allstream NetZero Qwest SaskTel SingTel Telecom New Zealand Telenor TELMEX Telstra TELUS Verizon Windstream References ^ "Pace to buy US broadband company". BBC News. July 26, 2010. Archived from the original on
27 July 2010. Retrieved July 26, 2010. ^ "Spec proposed for managing CPE routers and gateways". CommsDesign. ^ "2Wire's gateway to follow SBC into living room". CNET News.com. ^ "2Wire acquires Kenati Tech". The Hindu Business Line. ^ Portnoy, Sean (November 25, 2008). "Blockbuster joins movie-streaming race with 2Wire MediaPoint
digital media player". ZDNet Blogs. Archived from the original on 20 December 2008. Retrieved 2009-01-21. ^ Dragan, Lauren (December 4, 2008). "Blockbuster Ondemand with 2Wire MediaPoint". Home Entertainment Magazine. Archived from the original on 26 December 2008. Retrieved 2009-01-21. ^ External links Official site Retrieved from "
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